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LETTER FROM EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
ALEX GIANNATTASIO
Law school isn't easy. Those brave souls who decide
to take the plunge are met with stiff competition
from their peers, an abusive amount of reading, and
teaching methods that at times seem better suited to
an interrogation room than a classroom. This year,
however, has been particularly hard on the students of
the George Washington University Law School.
As is by now well known, Dean Paul Schiff Berman,
the school's ostensible leader from 2011 through 2012,
left the Dean's Office early this year to take a position
with the greater University as Vice Provost of Online
Education and Academic Innovation. He made the
move after meeting with stiff resistance from an
entrenched faculty, some of who not only disapproved
of his plans for the school, but also his penchant for
aggressively pushing those plans forward. Rumor
has it that Berman was seeking to push several older
members of the faculty out to make way for some new,
younger (and presumably cheaper) faculty members. He
indicated to me in a phone conversation that the antiBerman contingent was small—no more than a dozen
faculty members, and certainly not enough to warrant
a faculty "vote of no confidence," which would have
forced him out of the Dean's Office whether he was
ready to leave or not.
In an apparent effort to avoid the negative publicity
that would inevitably follow a public brawl, and not
wanting to lose Berman's much-heralded skills as an
innovator and fundraiser, University officials decided
APRIL 2013

to offer Berman a clean(er) way out. But beyond that,
the circumstances surrounding his departure have been
kept tightly under wraps. Berman himself, and several
faculty members, have refused further comment on the
issue for the Nota Bene.
Of course, Berman's departure doesn't reflect
negatively on the student body, ostensibly the
constituency the school exists to serve. Infighting among
faculty is common within the nation's ivory towers,
and our recent experiences at GW certainly say little
about the students faculty members are paid to serve.
But the complete lack of transparency with which the
situation was met does have consequences. For one, the
law school is stuck in a prolonged lame-duck session;
the time spent finding a replacement for much-loved
former Dean Fred Lawrence can't now be spent taking
affirmative steps to restructure the law school to meet
the needs of a rapidly evolving legal environment. For
another, how, one might ask, can the community as
a whole take steps to avoid another similar situation
down the road, if we don't know what happened? The
utter failure of the administration to explain to the
students in any detail why their dean was forced to leave
is insulting. Openness and honesty bring communities
together, allowing community' members to weigh in on
the decisions that affect them; burying our personal
shortcomings destroys that possibility. It's unhealthy,
and frankly, disappointing that the administration did
not see fit to share its problems with the student body,
preferring to pursue a failed attempt to preserve their
public image.
Berman isn't the only Dean the school will be losing
this year either. In this case, the loss to the student body
as a whole will be far greater. Professor Jerome Barron,
one of our school's top scholars, will be retiring at the
end of spring semester, after serving as a professor
www.thenotabene.org
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for decades and head Dean between 1979 and 1988. I
recommend to you our exit interview with Professor
Barron, a look at the man and his life in law. H e will be
missed.
But the greatest loss to the school this year came
with the death of 3L John Hronchic. As a fellow
member of the Class of 2013's section fifteen, I knew
John. Before enlisting at GW, we both grew up in
New Jersey, and both graduated from Rutgers. He was
without a doubt one of the friendliest members of the
community, always willing to exchange a kind word and
a smile, no matter how tough things around school
became. Losing John was a huge blow to those who
knew him. If nothing else, I hope you'll take the time to
read Collin Smith's moving memorial to John. He will
be sorely missed.
It was with such gloomy thoughts in mind that we
set out to provide you with this year's final issue of the
Nota Bene, the Changing Face of GW Law. In the early
stages of production, I was concerned that we'd end
with little more than negativity to share with you as you
enter your already stressful finals period. And yet, as
more and more of our writers came through, I started
to see the light at the end of the tunnel. GW Law is
one of the top schools in the country for post-grad
employment (see Foster). Diversity at the law school is
up (see Giannattasio, Perez). And we've just completed
a major construction project, which will add much
needed space for student activities (see Fortune).
And so it is with confidence that I submit to you,
that despite the many challenges that have plagued us
this year, the state of the law school remains strong. Don't let
the loose ends and shortcomings of an unfortunately
opaque bureaucracy get you down. Now's the time to
come together, reject cynicism, and strive to make this
school an even better than the students have already
make it.

It's been a privilege to serve as Editor in Chief of
the Nota Bene this year. On behalf of the staff, thanks
for reading, and best of luck with your finals.

'(L*h

PAST MEETS PRESENT:
REFLECTIONS OF
A FORMER SBA SENATOR
by Dean Aynechi

Life is a series of infinite loops. This realization
came to me like a surreal dream as I, Dean Aynechi,
California native, SBA senator, former SBA Presidential
Candidate and Section 15 SBA representative (Class of
2013) wrapped up my interview with California native,
SBA Senator, SBA President Elect and former Section
15 SBA representative A.J. Sutton (Class of 2014).
During my interview with A.J., I couldn't help but note
some of the parallel issues and frustrations we faced
in our respective roles. After the interview, I wondered
whether my own actions have or will reverberate and
influence the SBA long after I throw in the towel. Always
the introvert, I slowly began to zone out. When the
Nota Bene asked me to do some post election coverage
for their final issue, I decided instead to share our two
stories with you, the constituents.
A.J. Sutton wanted GW Law, but he didn't think GW
Law wanted him. He thought he'd have zero chance
of getting accepted, but applied anyway, following an
interest in patent law. A.J. got on the wait list and was
accepted shortly thereafter. Ecstatic, he came to GW
with a work-hard but don't-gun mentality. He wanted
to give something back to the community as a show
of appreciation. SBA seemed like an avenue for that,
though from the start, he was concerned that he didn't
know anyone and acknowledged a need to work on and
improve his communication s k i l l s
Like A.J., I also hail from sunny California, a brisk
2,700-mile, cross-country trek. Like A.J., I had few
friends in D.C. when I began my 1L year. I figured the
SBA Senate was a great way to meet new people, and at
the same time, create a positive sense of identity among
my Section 15 peeps (holla if you see me in the streets.)
Unfortunately, I gradually came to dislike the general
body Senate Meetings.
Being Senator for me was a two-fold job: create a
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sense of community and take
care of the students. I did this by
hosting multiple events during
my 1L year and by working with
the Finance Committee as we
attempted to fairly allocate our
ever-decreasing budget to an
ever-increasing body of student
groups. I think I was pretty
successful in both respects. The
Finance Committee members
and I spent some long nights
hearing,
researching
and
debating budget requests. (As
an aside to student groups: stop
sending us excessively bloated
budget requests; you do know
we research your costs don't
you?) Additionally, I can safely
say I stand in the elite company
of those students who have successfully gotten a GW
professor hammered during happy hour (y'all know who
I am talking about). I was also helped by some fantastic
committee chairs who deserve the recognition of the
student body; Mike Johnson (Finance), Angela Buckner
(Academic Policy), Rob Russo (Charter & Constitution)
and Mike Williams (Wellness). These individuals donate
a substantial amount of time out of their busy schedules
to serve the various needs of the student body.
To me, that's what the SBA boils down to:
community service. Representatives give up their free
time to help the student community. Over the course
of the next two years, I became dismayed by some of
the issues that ultimately dominated many general body
meetings. I thought that since the purpose of the SBA
is to help the students, its not relevant to debate how
we should punish senators for being absent or debate
the finer intricacies of our by-laws. These issues were
superfluous relative to the goal. I started skipping
meetings, but I never grumbled. Holly Irogdon,
our exiting Vice President was a no-nonsense leader
who kept a tight ship. Privately, I thought the idea of
impeaching senators was novel since we don't even have
enough people running for office as it is.
A.J.'s campaign, like my own, was also somewhat
controversial. Prior to the 2013 campaign, a group of
Senators (including A.J.) sponsored and passed the
Election Reform Act of 2012. The Act regulated what
APRIL 2013
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conduct was permissible and established a disciplinary
procedure for those who violated the rules. Guidelines
on Internet campaigning were also expanded. During
and after the campaign, A.J. was cited for numerous
campaign violations that were, according to Election
Committee Chair Christen Gallagher, sufficient grounds
for terminating his campaign. Only one violation was
cited for the combined three other candidates who ran.
A.J. became frustrated by what he felt was a continued
and targeted effort to discredit his campaign. During
the confirmation hearing, he vigorously defended his
campaign and criticized the apparent bias shown to
him. Independent investigation by this writer revealed
that at least two violations from opposing candidate and
runner-up, Andrew Beyda, were not reported, but it is
unclear why. The Senate, being given a damning report
on A.J.'s campaign but considering A.J.'s perspective
and defense, voted to confirm him by a controversial
12-6 margin, with four senators abstaining. To my
knowledge, all other GW Presidents have been
confirmed unanimously.
I couldn't help but feel sympathetic to A.J.'s
frustrations since I shared some of them myself. More
importantly, I began to wonder whether I had a hand in
the "great electoral tension" he went through. I myself
....(Continued on page 6)
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....(Continued from page 3)
ran for President during my 1L year, challenging a much
more experienced and credible candidate, former SBA
President Nick Nikic. During the campaign, I made the
short-sighted decision to insinuate that Nick's tenure as
a 3L would only amount to a "lame-duck Presidency"
and that people should vote for me because I'd have
an extra year to get the job done (I swear it was a lot
funnier when I first came up with the idea). A couple of
my flyers got torn down, and not-so-friendly comments
were written on others; a particularly offended supporter
of Nick grilled me during a town-hall debate—an
incident I fondly remember today. Unsurprisingly, Nick
went on to crush me in the election and preside over a
successful term.
Reverberations of my past transgressions did
not end with defeat. The Election Committee team,
appointed by Nick, began a process of revising election
guidelines in an effort to establish a non-negative
campaign environment. Candidates were prohibited
from any negative campaigning whatsoever, subject to
their own interpretation of what constituted negative.
I, as well as other opposition candidates, were advised
not to act "obnoxious" in subsequent campaigns. The
Senate, as previously noted, also reformed the official
Election Laws (which places significant discretion
within the Executive Election Committee to promulgate
rules and enforce penalties.) At the end of the year,
Nick also took the unusual step of campaigning heavily
for current President Mike Lueptow. Mike also soundly
defeated his opposing candidate, my good friend Sam
Stone, and went on to lead a very hardworking and
successful executive branch. Unlike his predecessor,
Mike remained on the sidelines when his Vice President
of Programming decided to run this year. Although I
respect him for his decision, I suspect that A.J.'s slim
(but still significant) 37-vote margin of victory might
have been different had Mike decided to get involved.
A.J. has since moved on from the controversy and
is focusing on his tenure as President. He told me that
he will not endorse anyone for next year's election
and will strive to maintain an open and fair election
process. During the interview, he also made a surprising
commitment to publish both the SBA budget and the
allocations of all student groups as part of his campaign
to maintain a transparent Presidency (something no
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President thus far has dared to do.) I tried to press A.J.
on his commitment to full transparency, questioning
him about the current administration's policy of
not commenting on the recent "Dean-gate" scandal
involving the apparent ousting of Dean Berman and the
reasons surrounding the administration's decision not
to anoint Dean Bracy as interim-successor. However,
A.J. hedged his answers by replying that he would have
done things differendy, but that in the end, he might
have followed the same policy depending on what his
own investigation revealed. He argued that the bottom
line is that there was no story in the first place. It was
clear during the interview that A.J. was cognizant of
maintaining good relationships with both those who
had served in the SBA in the past and those who will be
taking office next year. He repeatedly emphasized his
support for Mike and incoming Vice-President Marisa
Ortega. A.J., as he should be, was focusing on the future
while I was digging up the past.
Did everything come full-circle? Did my acdons
as a 1L candidate affect the race I witnessed as a 3L
student? For better or worse, right or wrong, selfindulgent or objectively accurate, I think they did. This
year's SBA Senate also became a more combative body
than the one I joined in 2010, a body that was known
for its unanimous approval of laws and camaraderie
among senators. While an aggressive tone is sometimes
desirable (for instance, when we are debating budgets,)
unnecessary confrontation and even personal animosity
at times became unproductive. Towards the end of the
year, there were multiple debates on eliminating proxy
votes and impeaching senators. The highly detailed
report on A.J.'s apparent campaign violations and
the lively debate that ensued during his confirmation
surprised me as well.
But today is a new day. I wish the incoming
administration, led by A.J. Sutton (President) and
Marisa Ortega (Vice-President,) as well all the incoming
Senators, all the best. I hope y'all take my reflections not
as criticisms of anyone in particular, but as one man's
perspective and the lessons he learned. Being involved
in the SBA is a thankless job, and we all deserve credit
for the time we invest in the organization (especially
those that take the most demanding positions.) I hope
everyone gives themselves a pat on the back and focuses
more on what matters most: serving the students. IS
APRIL 2013
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GW LAW FACULTY HIRING
by Patrick Fortune

The driving force behind the law school's hiring
process is the Appointments Committee.
The
Committee guides faculty hiring from initial recruitment
up until final appointment, at which point the entire
tenured faculty votes to confirm or reject new colleagues.
The Committee is made up of eight faculty members,
at least one of whom is a clinic professor, as well as
student members appointed by the SBA.
Faculty candidates begin the hiring process in
much the same way students begin the legal job hunt.
Every year, approximately one thousand prospective
professors register with the American Association of
Law Schools and flock to D.C. for a hiring convention
in Woodley Park, affectionately know to some as the
"meat market." The Appointments Committee reviews
and selects about forty candidates from a large binder;
these lucky few are invited to a preliminary interview
with the Committee.
After two days of interviews, the Committee vot<>s
on which prospective professors to invite to campus for
more interviews. Each member gets one vote, whether
student or teacher, and every vote is counted equally.
Those that have what it takes are brought to campus
APRIL 2013
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for a full day of interviews and evaluations.
The candidates meet with groups of faculty,
a section of students chosen by the SBA, and
various deans. The real "centerpiece of the
day" however, is a luncheon, said Professor
Colby, Chair of the Appointments Committee.
At this luncheon, the candidates present a
law review article they are currently working
on. Similar to the challenge of teaching a class
of law students, these scholars must explain
and answer questions about their work to an
audience that may or may not have read it. It's
a "good way to get a sense of what kind of
teacher they are going to be," said Colby.
Once the interviewing process is over, the
Appointments Committee takes an electronic
survey of the faculty to gauge the level of
support for each candidate. Those with
enough support then begin the vetting process.
This calls for more than merely consulting references;
faculty who specialize in the candidate's field will review
their work and prepare written evaluations. Students
also prepare reports on the quality and style of each
candidate's teaching. "The reaction of student members
of the appointments committee carry a good deal of
weight with faculty in assessing a candidate's likely
abilities as a teacher," said Professor Peter Smith. For
lateral candidates (professors transferring from other
schools,) the faculty also "very seriously considers prior
teaching evaluations," from past positions, Professor
Smith added. The appointments committee then
compiles the data and feedback in a large packet, and
distributes it to tenured faculty.
The faculty is given one last chance to meet and
discuss the candidates in an open forum. At the end of
the forum, a final vote of the tenured faculty is taken.
It takes a two-thirds vote to be brought onboard, and
every tenured professor gets one vote. Finally, the
school extends offers to those candidates that make the
cut.
Of course, not every candidate ultimately accepts
the school's offer. The yield rate (the percentage of
offers accepted) "varies gready from year to year...but
historically we have probably yielded a bit less than half
of the candidates to whom we have made offers," said
Professor Smith.
www.thenotabene.org
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Faculty Hiring, cont. from previous page...
The process can be grueling, but the scrutiny doesn't
stop there. "The Tenure and Promotion Committee
sends faculty to visit the classes of junior faculty every
semester before tenure and promotion to full professor.
Jumor faculty are also offered guidance and other
resources to help to improve their teaching, which is an
important consideration in the granting of tenure and
in promotion decisions," Professor Smith said. ED
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NEW BUILDINGS MEAN
A LOT MORE SPACE FOR
GW LAW STUDENTS NEXT FALL
by Patrick Fortune
Starting next fall, the Law School will be expanding
into two new facilities. The new Law Learning Center
(LLC) and the Clinic Town Houses (CTH) provide
almost 32,000 sq/ft of badly needed space for clinics,
journals and other community activities. The opening
marks the largest expansion of the school in almost
seven years.
The LLC, currently in the final
stages of
construction, is located directly across from Lisner
Hall on the south side of G Street. The new facility
is located on the first level below ground and sits atop
four floors of parking. Given its subterranean location,
no natural light is allowed in, but students will find the
space to be surprisingly well lit and welcoming. The
LLC will be the permanent home of the Law Review,
various journals, the SBA, skills boards and a few other
lucky student groups.
While about half of the floor will be dedicated to
these offices, a ton of new space will be open for use by
the entire student body. At the bottom of the staircase,
located in the middle of the building, is a large, very
open lounge. The space was designed to be multi
purpose and includes a large TV and a small kitchenette
in the back. While furnishings and layout have not yet
been settled upon, Dean Molinengo, Associate Dean
for Administrative Affairs, intends to use student input
to help shape the space. His goal is to create a very
inviting lounge that could be used for special events,
student hangouts, Thirsty Thursdays and even "a great
space for a Super bowl party," he said.
The LLC houses a smaller, less formal moot
courtroom that will allow for more classes to incorporate
a courtroom setting. There will also be five mediumsized seminar rooms, with seating for about 18, one
large seminar room, two medium-sized conference
rooms, along with desk and couch space for general
merriment.
APRIL 2013
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Completion of the LLC is expected in May with
offices being moved in through June and July. Dean
Molinengo plans to begin giving tours to student
leaders by the second week of April.
The CTH is a slightly different type of facility.
Located on the NE corner of 20th and G, the CTH
project was an undertaking to renovate three different
townhouses designated as D.C. Historic Properties. The
original fa9ades of all three were preserved, using all of

the original brick. Notwithstanding the facades, there
will be nothing historic about the building's interior.
Inside, the buildings are being completely gutted
and melded into one. The CTH will house all of the
Clinics and give them a lot more space—about 15,000
sq/ft. Dean Molinengo expects to be able to give tours
of the CTH starting in May, but the official move-in
date will not be announced until at least June. fNBl

View of the new Clinic Town Houses (CTH) under construction on the GW Law School campus — photo courtesy of Patrick Fortune
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THE "INNS OF COURT"
ARE NOW IN SESSION
by Roberta O. Roberts
According to a 2009 survey, 52% of George
Washington University Law School students showed
signs of being clinically depressed. The top stressinducing forces included: competition for grades, the
Socratic Method, and the ever-tightening legal job
market.
Nearly a full year into the program at GW Law, the
Inns of Court, has been implemented to address these
and many other student concerns—such as finding
the right career path, utilizing school resources, and
enhancing academic performance—by employing core
principles of social and positive psychology.
"The first couple of sessions were really depressing,"
said Sanessa Griffiths (1L in the Thurgood Marshall
Inn — Section 12), about the Inns of Court session on
the changing job market. But the intention of the Inns
session wasn't to further scare lLs about their chances
for future employment. "It's about taking ownership of
your career," Director of Professional Development
and contributor to the Inns of Court curriculum Susan
Fine said. Fine noted that students have to be forwardthinking about where they "fit" in today's new legal
market. "It's not that it's a terrible market," Fine said,
"it's just changing."
Finding where you fit in the changing legal market—
along with finding what makes you happy—is one of the
underlying messages of GW Law's new Inns of Court
program. Todd Peterson, a professor of law at GW and
creator of the Inns of Court program, said he initially
suggested to former-Dean Berman that there needed
to be a committee dedicated to our students' well-being
and professional development. Peterson strongly urged
the creation of this committee after seeing the "very
disturbing" results of the 2009 survey Peterson and his
daughter, Elizabeth Waters-Peterson, conducted with
GW Law students.
Peterson's daughter was obtaining a master's degree
in psychology from the University of Pennsylvania and
used GW Law students in a study for her thesis. The
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duo published a research article in the Yale Journal of
Health Policy, Law and Ethics in 2009 titled "Stemming
the Tide of Law Student Depression: What Law
Schools Need to Learn from the Science of Positive
Psychology." Their research showed that among other
things students need to feel that they are competent,
have autonomy, and have a sense of control over their
lives. Professor Peterson states that the Inns of Court
program is not a "self-help" program, but rather is
based on empirically peer-reviewed social psychology
principles. The Inns have a base of three separate but
complementary components: a relational component
with inn advisers, an educational component with
weekly Inn meetings, and a vocational component
consisting of professional development workshops and
one-on-one meetings with career advisers.
The relational component consists of advisory
teams that plan to work with the students during all
three years of law school. Additionally, each Inn has
an advisory team made up of two or three faculty
members and representatives from the Legal Research
and Writing (LRW) Program, the Dean of Students
Office, the Office of Professional Development and
Career Strategy, and the GW Law Library. These Inn
teams also include the LRW Program's Dean's Fellows
and representatives from the Student Bar Association
(SBA) to provide student perspectives. The advisers are
available to speak with students both during and outside
of weekly Inn meetings and work to help students more
readily connect with school resources.
Each Inn also has its own page on the GW Law
Portal with Inn-specific updates, resources and even a
shield bearing a coat of arms designed and voted on by
SIDEBAR:
The Inns of Court concept was borrowed from the
traditional system used to train British barristers.
Each of the previous numbered sections is now
referred to as an Inn named after a distinguished
former Supreme Court justice.
Sandra Day O'Connor — Section 11
Thurgood Marshall — Section 12
Robert Jackson — Section 13
Benjamin Cardozo — Section 14
Louis Brandeis — Section 15
John Jay — Section 21, part-time
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fellow Inn-mates. "Sounds kind of like a Harry
Potter house," said AJ Sutton, SBA president
elect and former 1L Senator for Section 15
(the now Louis Brandeis Inn). Sutton added,
however, that "[The Inns] buildf] cohesion and
camaraderie and give more identity. This new
structure looks a lot more supportive for lLs
than in my first year...I want to participate in
it now!"
According to GW Law administration,
2Ls and 3Ls can—and are encouraged to—
participate in the Inns of Court program
next year too. To date, all 2Ls and 3Ls have
been automatically placed in the Inn that
corresponds with their previous first-year
section number, and are allowed to attend
the 1L Inn meetings, which include meeting
with alumni and practitioners. While 2Ls
and 3Ls won't have mandatory meetings like the lLs,
upperclassmen will have the opportunity to attend
optional workshops created specifically for them to
enhance their professional development and well-being.
In addition to meetings with alumni and practitioners,
the weekly Inn meetings cover a variety of academic
and non-academic concepts and skills. These meetings
cover relationship-building by conducting informational
interviews with practicing attorneys, shedding light on
the goals of legal education and how students should
be preparing for classes and exams. As the semester
progresses, they also include hands-on simulations to
build essential non-legal skills required for practice,
including communication skills, providing client
services, time management, and team management.
Many students prefer a hands-on approach or
interactive setting while in the Inns of Court meetings.
Mike Michel, a 1L in the Robert Jackson Inn (Section
13), said he wants to learn more about how to empathize
with clients and not just focus on grades. This is the kind
of attitude the creators of the Inns of Court program
support. "[The program] is an introduction to a set of
behaviors and attitudes," Fine said. It s more than just
learning legal doctrine." Everyone realizes that a strong
grasp of legal doctrine will help a student get the job he
or she wants, but the Inns also try to make it easier for
students to get the help they need choosing the right
career for their interests. The vocational aspect of the
APRIL 2013
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Inns include free access to the Myers-Briggs personality
self-assessment, a professional development advisory
council created to give advice to students, and assistance
for students creating personalized step-by-step career
action plans with their Inn career adviser.
After immersing himself in this research at GW
Law and seventy-five other law schools, Peterson found
that no other law school has a program like GW's Inns
of Court program to address both the emotional and
educational needs of students. This means there is
no pre-made model for the program. "We're literally
inventing this as we go," Peterson said.
But so far it seems to be serving its purpose. "I
haven't decided what area of law I want to practice yet,
so the Inn meeting [with legal recruiting consultants]
was really helpful," said Ali Walker, a 1L in the Louis
Brandeis Inn (Section 15). "I was looking over the list
[of fields] they gave us, and now I'm interested in things
I never really would've thought of before."
This is an illustration of what the creators said the
Inns of Court program is supposed to do. "Instead
of saying 'well, there's the career office over there, go
there if you want,' these resources are now integrated,"
Peterson said. Moreover, according to Fine, "We really
care about our students. It's not just about placement
—it's about helping them be actualized individuals who
are satisfied in their careers." Or, as Peterson put it, "it's
about what makes students thrive; their well-being; their
happiness."
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PATHWAYS TO PRACTICE:
A SHIFT TOWARD
APPRENTICESHIP?
by Andy Hasty

The market for newly-minted Juris Doctorates is not
what it used to be. Although the quarterly growth rate
of U.S. G ross Domestic Product (GDP) hasn't been in
the red since 2009, the recession appears to be far from
over for the legal profession. Law schools have been
responding to this problem in various ways, which have
often only resulted in lawsuits, fines from the American
Bar Association (ABA), significant drops in rankings,
and positive structural reform.. .wait, what?
Let there be no doubt about it, the economy for
recent law school grads sucks. A quick Google search
using the words "market for JD grad" yields thousands
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of depressing news headlines, such as "Dismal Job
Market for Law Grads" and "Law School Grads Face
Worst Job Market Yet." Many recent articles discuss the
new employment statistics released last June by the ABA,
which show that only half or so of the law school class
of 2011 landed full-time and long-term jobs requiring
a J.D. within nine months of law school graduation.
Assuming these figures are correct, that means that half
of last year's graduating class did not land such a job.
Also, it's hard to blame someone for suspecting
that these employment figures paint a rosier picture
than reality. After all, these detailed figures are the
first to be released by the ABA in its history—because
the ABA was all but forced to adopt more granular
reporting requirements. In case you missed it, classaction lawsuits have been filed against fourteen U.S. law
schools over the past year, alleging fraud and violations
of state business law, largely based on the deceptive
reporting of employment statistics. Though three of
these lawsuits have been dismissed (those against New
York Law School, DePaul University College of Law,
and The Thomas M. Cooley Law School), the law firm
responsible for filing these three lawsuits is currently using
its website to solicit more recent graduates of twenty
additional law schools to serve as class representatives
in potential future suits.
Two of the schools on
this apparent hit list—
American
University's
Washington
College
of Law and Catholic
University's Columbus
School of Law—are in
our own backyard.
In addition to the
horrid
employment
news, law schools across
the country are being
criticized for failing to
teach their students the
practical skills necessary
to succeed in the legal
world. But this isn't a
new criticism, and law
schools have dealt with
economic shifts before.
APRIL 2013
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of 2011 Graduates in Law School-Funded Employment

Graduates employed in Graduates employed in
Law School

Rank

2011

full-time jobs* that

full-time jobs* that

Graduates

required bar passage

required bar passage

(at graduation)

(9 mos. after graduation)

Graduates employed in
school-funded positions
fat graduation)

Graduates employed

Graduates employed

full-time* in

full-time* in

school-funded positions school-funded positions
(at graduation)

(9 mos. after graduation)

I

Vale

205

87.8%

87.8%

11.7%

10.2%

10.7%

3

Harvard

583

88.2%

90.1%

5.7%

5.7%

5.7%

4

Columbia

456

92.1%

94.1%

8.3%

8.3%

8.3%

4

Chicago

203

84.2%

88.2%

12.3%

12.3%

12.3%

6

NYU

466

89.5%

90.1%

17.6%

16.7%

12.0%

7

U I'enn

274

78.1%

84.7%

11.3%

1.5%

4.0%

7

IIV A

377

96.3%

94.7%

27.3%

27.3%

17.0%
4.5%

9

Berkeley

310

69.7%

80.0%

15.8%

0.0%

14

Georgetown

644

54.8%

62.6%

18.2%

2.2%

3.0%

17

UCLA

344

45.1%

61.3%

34.0%

0.0%

18.6%

use

207

51.7%

64.7%

0.0%

0.0%

4.8%

21

GW

518

74.9%

81.3%

26.8%

25.9%

15.6%

18
23

Notre Dame

190

46.8%

62.1%

39.5%

1.1%

22.6%

23

Emory

225

49.3%

68.9%

20.9%

3.6%

4.9%

28

UW

182

47.8%

52.7%

1.1%

1.1%

1.1%

29

Arizona State

201

46.3%

68.2%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

29

BU

273

41.8%

53.5%

39.2%

0.0%

0.0%

31

BC

285

49.8%

68.4%

10.2%

0.0%

0.0%

38

Fordham

428

42.5%

57.5%

19.2%

1.2%

0.9%

41

Maryland

297

44.1%

47.1%

1.3%

0.3%

0.0%

47

Illinois

190

34.7%

51.1%

11.1%

2.6%

4.2%

56

American

467

285%

35.8%

6.4%

0.6%

0.4%

80

Catholic

261

23.0%

43.7%

8.0%

0.0%

0.0%

* Full-time employment = lasting a year or more
Statistics taken from U.S. News & World Report's Law School Graduate School Rankings; Law School Careers details based on 2011 data (Table current as of on 04/09/13)

"Today, when legal education in university law
schools is, in the United States, the common route to
the profession, one cogent criticism of the schools is
that the training they offer is wanting in perspective
and breadth of learning, but the most vocal stricture
is that it is not practical enough." Albert J. Herno, the
sixth dean of the University of Illinois College of Law,
penned these words in 1953 as part of a broad effort
to modernize legal education. Struggling with issues
like large class sizes, spiraling curricula, a changing legal
landscape, and calls to make law school more practiceoriented, Dean Herno and others identified possible
changes—such as reorganizing the law curriculum and
extending the traditional three-year period of study—
in order to ensure that law school graduates imparted
meaningful impact on the modern world.
s
Perhaps it's through this lens that GW Law's
"Pathways to Practice" program, and others like it, can
best be understood. As numerous articles have been
quick to point out, the Pathways to Practice program
APRIL 2013

pays unemployed GW Law grads $15 an hour to work
for mid-size law firms or non-profit organizations. In
other words, the program ensures that recent GW Law
grads will be able to get practical legal training while
continuing the hunt for a more permanent position—a
safety net that balances the school's need to improve
its rank, critics' calls for a more practice-focused legal
education, and, most importantly, our need to land
gainful employment. But does it accomplish these
things?
It certainly encourages practical training. After all,
what better way to acquire practical legal skills than by
actually practicing law? As far as gainful employment
goes, there's only one year of data to examine. That
caveat aside, 80%—namely sixty-four of the eighty
students that participated last year—have been able to
snag full-time gigs. Thus, even if the 16 students who
were unsuccessful in finding a job through the program
are counted as unemployed, GW Law still placed 88%
of its 2011 graduates in full time long term employment.
www.thenotabene.org
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Exactly how the Pathways to Practice program will
affect GW Law's ranking is a trickier question to answer.
U.S. News and World Report has announced that die
ABA's formatting changes for reported employment
data will definitely affect the law school ranking
methodology, but they haven't yet announced how.
Currendy, law school placement data is worth 20% of
the overall rank, relative to all other considered data.
Selectivity (LSAT, GPA, and acceptance rate) comes in
at 25%. At 40%—the weightiest consideration of all—
is a law school's "Quality Assessment"; that is, what
other law schools, lawyers, and judges think the school
should be ranked.
Examining the ABA's new granular employment
statistics for the top forty law schools reveals that GW
Law is not alone in funding post-graduate employment.
Indeed, five of the top fourteen schools reported that
at least 12% of their graduating class was employed in
school-funded programs, and most of the top twentyfive law schools are funding at least some of their
graduates' employment. Notre Dame leads the pack
with 22.6% of its graduates being employed full-time in
school-funded positions nine months after graduation,
followed by UCLA (18.6%), UVA (17.0%), GW Law
(15.6%), and Yale, Chicago, NYU and Georgetown (all
between 10—12%).
Given that many of the traditionally best-ranked
schools look so similar under the new employment
statistics, GW Law did not see and likely will not see
further drops in the rankings (GW Law School currently
ranks 21, a drop of one rank over last year). U.S. News
would have to penalize law school-funded employment
in order for GW to suffer under any new rankings
methodology. In light of the generally high regard for
need-based aid in legal education, it's doubtful that law
schools would be punished for aiding those students
who have committed three solid years to studying law,
especially when all the best schools are doing it.
Assuming that law firms and non-profits don't
get used to the idea of no-cost labor, and so long as
GW Law continues to fund Pathways to Practice—an
expensive undertaking costing the school between $2
and $3 million per year—the program could be a real
net-win for us students. [NB]
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AN IN-DEPTH LOOK AT
THE CLASS OF 2015
bj Alex Giannattasio
The number of students enrolled at the law school
dropped precipitously in 2012. After falling from 523
students in 2010 to 474 in 2011, the size of the enter
ing class again fell this academic year to 398, a sixteen
percent reduction over last year. At the same time, the
part-time student population grew by over thirty per
cent, from 39 in 2011 to 56 in 2012. Over 100 transfer
students were added to the Class of 2014, following a
tactic promoted during former-Dean Berman's tenure.
It is unclear whether 2013 will mark a shift in admis
sions strategy.
Median GPA of the entering class also took a hit,
falling from 3.82 for full-time students in 2011 to 3.60
in 2012. Median LSAT stayed stable at 167.
The class of 2015 hails from 42 states and 16 for
eign countries. However, over half of the enrolled class
(218 students) come from just six states: New York,
Maryland, California, Virginia, the District of Columbia
and Florida. 197 undergraduate institutions are repre
sented, down from 235 last year.
In the full-time program, sixty eight percent (216
students) took off a year or more before coming to law
school. The average age of a full-time student is 24;
forty seven percent (161 students) are 25 years of age
or older. Nine percent have advanced degrees—29 mas
ter's and two Ph.D.s. Nearly one quarter (96 students)
of entering students majored in political science.
Over all, minority representation changed very little.
Forty-five percent of the entering class is female, the
same ratio present in the preceding Class of 2014. The
number of black students increased from six percent to
nine percent. The Admissions Office accepted twice as
many students from Georgetown and NYU, and three
times as many students from Northwestern, relative to
2011. Notably, acceptance of George Washington Uni
versity undergrads fell from 21 to 16.
Despite the challenges currently plaguing legal edu
APRIL 2013
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cation and law school admissions, the Class of 2015 ex
hibits strong extracurricular credentials. "We have two
CEOs, a Co-Founder/COO, and a P resident/CIO of a
hedge fund; there are six student body/class presidents;
one student worked as a Senior Nuclear Reactor Op
erator; there are several journalists, web and print, most
notably a reporter for Federal News Radio and a former
White House Correspondent for Reuters," said Associ
ate Dean for Admissions and Financial Aid Sophia Sim.
"There are two preachers, two community organizers,
two flight instructors, a baseball statistician, eleven Ea
gle Scouts, five teachers, three Teach for America alum
ni, three Fulbright Scholars, two AmeriCorps volunteers
and one Peace Corp member," Ms. Sim counted.
The class also exhibits strength in the arts. "We
have a composer, concert pianist, professional dancer
and song writer. There are plenty of musicians, includ
ing a jazz soloist who performed as part of a jazz en
semble for then-President Bush and Condoleezza Rice.
We also have two incredible singers. One is a singer and
keyboardist of a band who has recorded two albums
and performed 500 shows nationally. 1 he other, an ac
tor and singer, has performed in various productions
in England, Italy, Spain and the United States (38 states
and Carnegie Hall,)" Ms. Sim said.
Jocks are also represented. "We have 26 varsity ath
letes, two fencers, four black belts, six triathlon/mara
thon runners and a professional soccer player. We a)so
have a recurve archer and a member of a dodgeball
trampoline team. Finally, there is a competitive powerlifter among our students," Ms. Sim outlined.
Nearly every member of the Class of 2015 has trav
eled, worked or studied abroad. The class's most wellAPRIL 2013

traveled student "has been in 21 countries—Belgium,
Belize, Brazil, Canada, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Egypt,
France, Germany, Italy, Jamaica, Mexico, The Nether
lands, Norway, Peru, South Africa, Spain, Swaziland,
the United Kingdom, Zambia and Zimbabwe," Ms. Sim
said. "22 if you count the United States." [NB]

Top Undergraduate Feeder Schools
Class Entering 2012
George Washington 1(5
1
Cornell
10
*>
Georgetown
10
0
Northwestern
4
4
NYU:
9
4
UCLA
9
4
Univ ofFlonda
9
4
Uruv of Michigan
9
UVA
4
9

Class Entering 2011
George Washington
1
Univ of Maryland
•s
J
Univ ofMichigan
3
UCLA
5
Bnghani Y oung
5
Penn
7
Amen can
7
UVA
9
UNC
>>
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21
17
10
10
9
9
8
8
7
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Persuasions
DIVERSITY AT GW LAW
by Michael Pere%

Merriam-Webster's Dictionary defines "diversity"
as "the condition of having or being composed
of differing elements." Currently, the mainstream
application of the term diversity is a bit of a misnomer.
That is because diversity if often pigeonholed to
describe only racial, gender, and cultural differences.
Diversity, however, exceeds the ambit of cultural,
racial, and gender variances, and encompasses all
aspects of human difference. This includes language,
religion, socioeconomic status, geography, disability,
age, political views, and ideology. Put simply, diversity
is dissimilarity—no matter what classification.
Societal developments in America, and the shifting
demographics of the U.S. population, have provoked
an unprecedented amount of issues surrounding
diversity. Nowhere is this more apparent than in
the legal field. Law schools across the country are
constructing more diverse student oonulations and
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hiring professors from diverse backgrounds. Diversity
within a law school's faculty and administration
is extremely important. Professors of different
genders, different cultures, and diverse professional
experiences communicate differing perspectives to
law school students. Variances in the presentation
of the law affords the promotion of new outlooks
and viewpoints. Constructive developments in legal
scholarship result in positive changes in our legal
system.
Diversity offers the benefits of strong mentormentee relationships and a multiplicity of role
models. When a law school's faculty is diverse,
students of varied backgrounds have a better
opportunity to connect with a professor of similar
circumstances and interests. Diversity also provides
increased availability of role models. Professionals
in a particular area of expertise, coming from a
particular background, inspire law students to pursue
specific professional goals.
Given the benefits and opportunities afforded
by diversity, does George Washington University
Law School have a robust faculty? Regarding gender
diversity, GW Law employs many of the country's
most accomplished women in legal scholarship.
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Percentage of

Percentage of

Law School

Minority Full-

Female Faculty

Time Faculty

American University Washington College of Law (DC)

44.12%

17.65%

Baylor University School of Law (TX)

29.63%

11.11%

Columbia University School of Law (NY)

33.07%

13.39%

Cornell Law School (NY)

35.85%

16.98%

Duke University School of Law (NC)

27.27%

16.36%

George Washington University Law School (DC)

39.08%

14.94%

Georgetown University Law Center (DC)

39.23%

12.31%

Howard University School of Law (DC)

38.10%

76.19%

The University of Chicago Law School (IL)

31.34%

17.91%

50.00%

50.00%

University of the District of Columbia (DC)
David A. Clarke School of Law

Statistics taken from LSAC Website (https://officialguide.lsac.org/Release/SchoolsABAData/SearchCriteria.aspxPfrom-FullSearch)

Out of the one hundred full-time faculty members
listed on the law school's website, forty are women.
Furthermore, eight out of the fourteen visiting
professors, and seventy-three of the 299 adjunct
professors, are female. In a field that predominantly
employs males, gender gaps within the faculty can,
and should, be shortened. Concededly, however, GW
Law does perform better in this category than other
nationally ranked institutions.
When it comes to employing full-time minority
professors, GW Law's 14.94% needs to be increased.
That percentage does not fare well in comparison
to either nationally-ranked or DC-area law schools.
With 22.2% of the students at GW Law identifying
as minorities, the percentage of full-time minority
professors appears even more unsatisfactory. An
increase in minority faculty will provide more diverse
perspectives, additional role-models and stronger
mentor-mentee relationships for its minority
students. Of course, that's not to say that the law
school's current minority professors are not great role
models. Look no further than professors Christopher
Bracey, Alberto Benitez and Lisa Fairfax for quality
examples of accomplished faculty members that
provide inspiration, guidance, and mentorship to

Despite better-than-average gender diversity
numbers, and a subpar percentage of full-time
minority faculty members, there are many positive
aspects of GW Law's faculty that make it an exemplar
of diversity. Members of the law school faculty
graduated from many different renowned national
and global institutions. GW Law's faculty members
also have practical, real-world experience that brings
a unique level of knowledge to the classroom.
Furthermore, professors at GW Law are recognized
experts in their fields, regularly appearing on television
to speak on current legal issues, testifying before
Congressional panels, and authoring casebooks
used by professors at other law schools. Numerous
members of the faculty speak multiple languages,
were born in countries on every continent, and vary
in age. Those qualities provide diverse perspectives,
knowledge, and experiences. Diversity of thought is
what law school is about. Whether those thoughts
are better received through the voice of a female, a
Hispanic, or an adult in her sixties is debatable. There
is no question, however, that diversity of thought
and experience is something law students will benefit
from. In those categories, GW Law provides a level
of diversity that is second to none. [NBl

their students.
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POINT / COUNTERPOINT
ISSUE: Should 3Er be a/lowed to vote in SBA Elections?

WHY THE 3L VOTE IS AN
AFFRONT TO DEMOCRATIC
IDEALS
by Tommy Renkes

Imagine, if you a will, that in the national
presidential election, 269 electoral votes were added at
the last minute. Let's continue this hypothetical and
assume that the 269 electoral votes are purportedly
added to better represent the real voting patterns of the
American public. Let's pretend that the justification is
that previously underrepresented interests will now have
their views accurately represented in the electoral vote.
Sounds pretty good right? Now let's pretend that all 269
of those new electoral votes added are from Canada.
Doesn't sound so great anymore does it?
And yet, in GW SBA elections, you are being asked to
accept this same scenario as a perfectly reasonable voting
procedure. Each spring, when the SBA presidential
election rolls around, 3Ls are allowed to vote for the SBA
President. This may seem like an inconsequential thing;
after all, what does the president really do? Not much,
other than appoint most of the student government that
is tasked with handling the SBA's massive (and opaque)
budget. The president of the SBA is a position that
requires the utmost responsibility and diligence, and we
are lucky to have a president who is up to the task in
Mike Lupetow; but the fact that the process has selected
an excellent president is no reason to excuse a flawed
system.
3Ls have no interest in the SBA presidential elections,
and those in favor of the current system "have nary a leg
to stand on." There are two main refrains you'll hear
attempting to justify the current system: that the 3Ls
should be able to 'leave their mark on the law school,"
and that the outgoing administration has a vested interest
in ensuring their policies are carried on by the incoming
administration. Both of these propositions are facially
ridiculous.
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The core of the idea that 3Ls should leave their
mark on the law school is sound. Surely, everyone that
attends law school hopes to achieve something of note,
whether that be writing onto the law review, making a
skills board, or excelling in a favorite class. The point is,
3Ls are afforded every opportunity to leave their mark
on the school, and the idea that 3Ls need to have undue
influence on the administration of the law school after
they leave so that they can be remembered is completely
ridiculous. Let the achievements of the class speak for
themselves; don't restrict the right of future classes to
administrate the SBA as they see fit.
Even more ridiculous than the argument that 3Ls
need to be able to "leave their mark," is the idea that
the outgoing SBA administration needs to make sure the
next SBA administration continues its policies and that
the only way to ensure such conformity is to have 3Ls
vote. This is the argument put forward by the last two
outgoing SBA Presidents (and by some in the current
administration)—but such an idea flies in the face of the
most fundamental definition of democracy.
The law school SBA administration should be
representative of the students actually attending the
law school, not representative of what the outgoing
SBA administration would like to see continue. Such a
proposition is like saying the only time we should select a
new president of the United States is when the incoming
candidate is assuredly going to maintain the status quo.
After all, the outgoing president worked too hard for us
to change anything he did, right? No one would ever
accept such a proposition in an election for president
of the United States, and suggesting that it's appropriate
for law school democracy is equally ridiculous. It's fine
if the outgoing SBA administration wants to endorse
a candidate, but to suggest that they should have more
influence than that is to suggest that the law school
should not be run by democratic processes but by a
pseudo-monarchical old-boys-club of those in the know.
I, for one, would prefer to see the law school run
as the SBA Constitution and current by-laws suggest:
as a democratic student government representative of
the students it claims authority over. If that authority
cannot be claimed through actual democratic elections
of constituents, then it is no authority at all. EB1
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SUFFRAGE: THE PIVOTAL RIGHT
by Andrew Beyda

As any recent GW Law graduate will tell you,
your membership in our community does not end on
commencement day. The issues that were important to
you as a 1L, 2L, and 3L are just as important to you as
a young alumnus—if not more so. "What can the law
school do to help me get a job? What are the Dean's
plans for the law school? I low will those plans impact
the value and portability of my law degree? And who
is advocating on behalf of my interests?" For those 3L
students that are about to enter the workforce, having
an SBA President that will speak to your concerns and
on your behalf is vitally important. For this reason, and
others, I strongly oppose disenfranchising 3Ls by taking
away their right to vote in SBA Presidential elections.
/. Hnsased
Young
Alumni — Hig her Yaw School Kan kings
oo
v>
On paper, GW Law is nearly identical to other
higher-ranked law schools in many respects. 1here is
no question that our faculty is outstanding; the majority
of them have at least one ivy-league degree. 1 here is no
denying that our students are brilliant; they make that
fact plain in our classrooms every day. So what more can
we do to differentiate ourselves from other Top 20 law
schools? To start, we can improve our alumni network,
beginning with our future young alumni.
When successful, alumni feel connected to their law
school they give back with their time, their money,
and their networking efforts; they mentor our lLs; they
reserve summer jobs for our students, and they tell their
friends and colleagues about how proud they are of the
great work that we're doing here at GW Law. We must
engage our future alumni, and we must start before they
graduate.
You cannot engage future alumni by silencing
them in their final year. oLs have devoted tremendous
amounts of money and energy to earn their|Ds, and they
deserve more than our congratulations they deser\ e
our attention. Wc shouldn t give up on our efforts to
engage future alumni. We should increase these efforts,
and we need to be held accountable. If we want their
APRIL 2013

money, we're going to have to give them a voice. If we
want their time and effort, we're going to have to solicit
and listen to their opinions.
The best way to present these voices and these
opinions to the administrators of GW Law is through
an SBA President who has a clear mandate from 3Ls;
an SBA President who will devote time, each and
every day, to engaging future alumni and addressing
their concerns. Why? Because their concerns are our
concerns. Disenfranchising 3Ls by taking away their
right to vote is a disservice to our future alumni, and it
is a disservice to us.
2. GW 3Ls - Our Most Informed I oters
One of the greatest gifts that our 3Ls can bestow
upon the GW Law community is the gift of institutional
memory. 3Ls have been in the trenches—they've had
the most experience both in the law school and in the
real world. Our current 3Ls have seen an extraordinaryupheaval in the dynamics of the legal job market.
Through it all, they have persevered, and as a result,
then insights are valuable. At the same time, our law
school has also been going through major changes. We
have new Deans in key positions. Our career center
is being revamped, and our Inns of Court program is
revolutionizing the 1L experience in the American legal
education. With so much change, it's more important
than ever that we actively seek input and ideas from
our 3Ls. The SBA Presidential election should not
be a popularity contest. Taking away the 3Ls' right to
vote will hurt the quality of our electorate, and it will
discourage 3Ls from sharing their insights with the
younger members of our community. The opinions,
thoughts, and feelings of 3Ls are extremely important,
and it is extremely important that we listen.
At the end of the day, our Deans, our faculty, and
our SBA representatives are in the business of customer
service. Our customers are the students of GW Law.
Our job is to understand their needs, bring them value,
and help them realize their dreams. We simply cannot do
our job if we do not listen to our customers. The most
valuable customer feels listened to, and advocates on our
behalf. Our young alumni will never fully advocate for
us if they think that we don't care about their concerns.
For these reasons, I strongly oppose taking away the
3Ls' right to vote in SBA Presidential elections.
www.thenotabene.org
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WHEN ^ENFRANCHISEMENT
CAN BE A GOOD THING
by Andrew Huber
Although graduating 3Ls and 4LEs are ineligible to
run for SBA positions in the spring election by virtue of
the fact that they will no longer be students at GW Law in
the following year, graduating law students are afforded
a vote in the spring election pursuant to SBA Bylaw 812
and arguably Article IV of the SBA Constitution. While
Bylaw 812 explicitly states that graduating law students
will get to vote for these positions in the spring election,
Article IV merely states, "The right of a qualified elector
to exercise the franchise shall not be infringed." Thus,
Article IV does not state, that graduating students are
"qualified electors." Indeed,
there is good reason to think
that such students are not
qualified because they will
not be represented by those
elected.
Whether the Constitution
gives graduating students a
right to vote is significant
because bylaws are easily
and frequently changed by
the SBA Senate, but the SBA
Constitution can only be
amended by a referendum voted on by the entire student
body. Regardless of what the SBA Constitution means,
the question remains whether it is wise from a policy
perspective to continue to allow graduating students to
vote.
One key issue in all representative democracies is
how votes are allocated. Although there are cases in U.S.
elections where people who vote are not represented
(those who die after they vote but before the winner takes
office) or where people who do not vote are ultimately
represented (minors and some felons), generally
speaking, the people who vote are those that will be
represented by the winner of the election. The GW
Law School SBA elections, however, are very different.

Here, one third of the voters are not represented and
one third of the represented are not voters. Although
it would be impractical to hold the elections in the fall
after the incoming class has arrived—and impossible
to allow not yet admitted students to vote—it would
be easy to solve the problem of voters who are not
represented: take away the votes of graduating students.
Although a disenfranchisement movement might
sound anti-democratic, there are good reasons to
support it. First, allowing graduating students to vote
dilutes the votes of those students who actually will be
represented. Instead of the 1L class and the 2L class
each having 50% of the voting power, each has 33%.
Second, allowing graduating students to vote creates a
subset of voters with different interests than those of
the represented voter. A graduating student will not
suffer any consequences if the elected officials fail;
therefore, a graduating student is more likely to cast his
or her vote on factors other than the suitability of the
candidates, such as for whom his or her
friends are voting, who has the better
campaign posters, or who is more
attractive. Although we can generally
expect soon-to-be lawyers to take the
election seriously, the question remains
whether it is right for these students to
be able to help select their successors.
As an SBA Senator myself, I would
like to hear what you, my constituents,
think about this issue. If you agree that
graduating students should not be able
to vote, there are a few ways to proceed.
The issue of whether the SBA Constitution mandates
that graduating students be allowed to vote can be
brought before the SBA Supreme Court for an advisory
opinion. Alternatively, the SBA Senate can amend the
bylaws, which would likely lead to the SBA Supreme
Court ruling on the constitutionality of the change.
Alternatively, the SBA Senate could refer the issue to
the general student body in a special referendum or in
an election period to propose the SBA Constitution be
amended. If after reading all of this, you decide that you
do not care about the issue, I contend that you would
care if you knew how large the SBA's budget actually is.
Yet alas, budget transparency is an issue that—for the
time being—must be left for another day. INB|

"Allowing graduating
students to vote dilutes
the votes ... [and]
graduating student[s]
will not suffer any
consequences if the
elected officials fail."
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LAW SCHOOL FOR
THE NEW ECONOMY
by Griffin Foster

I considered attending law school for a decade
before finally taking the plunge. Like many of you, I
was worried by increasingly poor job statistics for new
law graduates. A number of our would-be classmates
may have been permanendy scared away—according to
the Wall Street Journal, applications to law schools have
fallen by 25% over the last two years. Even with the drop
in J.D. candidates, the Bureau of Labor Statistics warns
that newly minted lawyers will continue to outnumber
the available jobs for attorneys over the next ten years.
Without the golden ticket offered by a large firm
job, many law students are now forced to look at
different post-graduation career
paths. I am interested in such a
non-traditional path by choice. I
don't intend to practice law. In
fact, I will most likely pick up my
existing career working on federal
policy after graduation. I'm not
even certain that a law degree will
cause a measurable increase in my
income (although I hope it does). I
am attending law school because it's
the only way I know to get a particular set of skills, and a
J.D. undoubtedly opens doors in this city. I ve met many
attorneys in the metro area who have stopped practicing
law, but still consider the critical thinking and analytical
abilities they learned in law school to be an integral part
of their skill set.
I believe an increasing number of prospective
students now view legal practice as only one of several
possible career paths following graduation either by
choice or because of the scarcity of high-paying jobs for
new attorneys. With this change in students' prospects,
top law schools must rethink their approach to maintain
enrollment numbers and alumni networks. If law
schools intend to attract students who don't necessarily
plan to practice, they need to consider new customized
APRIL 2013

offerings and lower tuition.
One of the reasons I chose GW Law was formerDean Berman's focus on "personalized pathways," an
approach especially suited for students who don't want
to go the "Big Law" route. Other possible innovations
could include an accelerated full-time program that
utilizes summers to complete a J.D. in two years, more
course offerings on public policy and the American
legislative system, or more efforts to develop internship
and externship opportunities outside of law firms. Like
all law schools, GW Law will need more new offerings to
stay competitive, but I am encouraged by the direction
that we are heading.
As for tuition, law schools need to make sure that they
are targeting non-traditional students with scholarship
dollars. Like medical students, law students used to be
able to take out over $100,000 in loans and pay them off
fairly easily with six-figure starting salaries. However,
with the increase in undergraduate and law school
tuition alike, many students leave law school with debts
topping $200,000—more than most
Americans' mortgages. This might
be sustainable in a strong job market,
but non-practicing attorneys are
likely to make well under $100,000
right out of law school. While the
federal income-based repayment
program may help, the payments
required at these income levels often
only covers interest.
GW has a generous scholarship
program, but the sticker price is still intimidating for
most prospective students. I have had a very positive
experience with the financial aid office so far, but greater
education and awareness about scholarships available
would go a long way toward attracting more students
interested in non-traditional career paths.
The legal profession is not likely to recover to its prerecession glory in the near future. Moreover, the effects
of the economic downturn on the field may very well
be permanent. Many of the nation's top law schools,
including GW Law, have taken positive steps toward
addressing the changing career options available to their
graduates. They can do more. I hope this process will
continue so that the valuable skills taught at law school
are available to more students like me. iNBl
www.thenotabene.org
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CYNICAL ABOUT CYNICISM
by Jerry Stenquist
The George Washington University (GW) is home
to one of the largest law school student bodies in the
country. Unfortunately, while we're told more space
is on the way, GW is not home to a large law school
campus comparatively speaking. Still, squeezing a large
student body into a few small, oddly shaped boxes
does have some significant perks to the students: the
opportunity to observe others and eavesdrop.
As I come to the end of two years of law school, my
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eavesdropping leads me to safely say that today's typical
law student spends a lot of time expressing dissatisfaction
and negativity—in other words, "complaining." As
we all eavesdrop, I'd wager you've sensed it too. Who
doesn't regularly hear the phrase, "OMG, I stayed up
for 36 hours working on my journal note," or "FML,
I'm running on like eight cups of coffee right now," or
the simple "This is bull !@#$!" ring through GW Law's
halls. These emotions simply reflect our reality, sure;
but can expressing negativity be making things worse?
In some ways, no. The negativity unites us. We enter
law school as strangers, and it is the lack of common
background that leads us to relate by commiseration—
and who among us hasn't enjoyed the therapeutic effects
of being able to complain to others who understand
our plight? Also, it is pretty easy to be cynical
about the law school experience. After all, we
have plenty to complain about: the inherent
injustice of "the curve," the obscene levels
of law school debt, the presently-stagnant
job market, and the many stress-inducing law
student tasks about us.
However, it is important to realize where
these feelings are coming from. It won't surprise
you to hear that scholars note that "academic
pressure can lead to student dissatisfaction."[i]
Surveys suggest that "dissatisfaction is partly
caused by the pressure of [academic and
vocational] competition."[ii] Law schools are
particularly competitive environments—in
many ways, uniquely so. Cynicism is part of
a defensive posture we—as law students—
take to protect ourselves, typically triggered
by feelings dissatisfaction. Instead of dealing
with these emotions directly, we allow them
to fester and skew our outlook. Of course, a
little bit of cynicism never hurt anybody, but at
a certain point "the insulting, almost assaultive,
character of extreme dissatisfaction is, to some
extent, a misguided defense maneuver."[iii]
Ultimately, the irony of engaging in heavilycompetitive academics is that it can lead to
an "'unconscious fear of failure,' sapping the
'will to win by distorting perceptions and
causing competitors to hesitate to compete,
procrastinate, lie to themselves, blame others,
APRIL 2013
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fail to finish tasks, and panic on the verge of victory."'[iv]
The ever-increasing level of negativity can affect
you on even a more permanent basis. Research strongly
suggests that for many lawyers, depression began in law
school. One study noted that immediately upon entry
to law school, law students suffered from depression
at the same low rate of the general population (namely
9-10%). Upon further study, however, the report noted
that by the spring of the third year of law school, that
once low rate of depression rose to an overwhelming
40% of all law students. Two years after graduation,
17% remained depressed—a rate still twice the rate of
depression experienced by the general U.S. population.
So while cynicism unites us as law students, it can
also divide us; as we let negative feelings foster, others
will feed on our attitudes, spreading negativity like the
disease that it is. "Psychologists call this phenomenon
'emotional contagion,' involving a multi-step process
in which others will mimic an individual's nonverbal
cues and share experiences until their emotions and
behaviors become synchronized."[v] Cynicism then
compounds its ability to erode a positive oudook as we
feed off of others' stress—as if our own stress wasn't
enough.
Always remember, good moods are contagious
as well. So, consider taking an alternate path. Let
law school be a place where you learn a real life skill:
positivity. Take this opportunity, while things are hard,
to learn how to put a smile on your face in spite of
your personal difficulties. Be positive and be grateful.
Let it show in your tone and demeanor, as well as in
your opinion of others and the institution at large. Be
grateful you have the chance to write a journal notesome weren't so lucky. Be grateful that your internship
takes up a lot time—some weren't so lucky. Be grateful
you are at GW Law in the first place—many aren't so
lucky.
[i] http://scholarship.law.duke.edu/cgi/viewcontent.
cgiParticlc^ 1188&context= faculty_scholarship
[ii] Id.

,

[iii] Id.
[iv] http://www.active.com/tennis/Articles/TheWinner_s-Mind-A-Psychology-of-Competition
[v] http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.
cfm?id=is-a-bad-mood-contagious
APRIL 2013
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Feature
AN INTERVIEW WITH
BILL KOVACIC
by Arthur Saakian

Professor Bill Kovacic is a busy man. After
requesting the opportunity to interview the Professor,
his response came quick and professional: he'd be flying
to China in two days for a conference. There would be
no time to waste. Even amongst a faculty as diverse and
accomplished as ours, William E. Kovacic stands out
as an admired law professor, dedicated civil servant,
and a respectable academic in the fields of antitrust
and government contracts law. Regardless of where
the winds of life have taken him—be it within the halls
of the L.S. Senate or the Federal Trade Commission
(F1C)—Mr. Kovacic has been enlightening students
for decades, and has been a beacon of wisdom at GW
Law since 1999.
Before he went on to lead the FTC—first as
General Counsel and subsequently as Chairman—Mr.
Kovacic got his first taste of Washington at an early
age by witnessing the work of his father, a chemical
engineer at the Department of Energy. In reflecting
upon his relationship with his dad, Mr. Kovacic fondly
remarks that his father imparted "a lifelong lesson in
the useful contributions a person can make in being a

civil servant." His father's work as a contracting officer
for the Atomic Energy Commission helped solidify
Mr. Kovacic's desire to understand "how government
institutions can operate." It wasn't long before his
early interest got him thinking about "the things that
work well in the federal government, and the things
that don't."
By the time he completed his undergraduate studies
at Princeton University, Mr. Kovacic had commenced
working on the majority staff of the Subcommittee on
Antitrust and Monopoly of the U.S. Senate Committee
on the Judiciary, chaired by former Senator Phillip A.
Hart.
When asked how valuable this experience was
to his eventual positions with the FTC, Mr. Kovacic
gleefully replies that his time in the Senate was like
"taking an advance course in political science."
Most importantly, his work on behalf of Senator
Hart helped him develop a profound knowledge
of the "behavior of Congress and its relationship
with federal administrative agencies." Indeed, soon
thereafter, he began to nurture a lifelong affinity for
the multifaceted nature of administrative agencies
and regulatory commissions as "adjudicative bodies,
rulemaking and research institutions, and centers of
law and economics."
When asked about his work as General Counsel and
Chairman of the F PC, Mr. Kovacic is particularly fond
of remembering the FTC's governance structure. The
agency s design provided him with "greater insulation
from the sheer political pressures experienced by other
executive agencies such as the Department of Justice."
As the FTC's top boss, Mr. Kovacic guided
the agency from 2006 to 2011, successfully
weathering the political and economic
storms that came to be known as the Great
Recession.

Kovacic encourages students to
take advantage of the hundreds of
"internships at government agencies,
trade associations, and NGOs"
scattered across Washington, as these
internships are not only the means
of landing jobs, but also the building
blocks of an "invaluable portfolio."
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Though highly successful in his work
with the federal government, Mr. Kovacic
never gave up his other passion—teaching
at GW Law. His years as a faculty member
at the law school attest to a deep affinity
for education. "Teaching is unlike sport,
for the older you get, the better you get
at it," he imparts with a smile. Even as an
"undergraduate and a law student," he saw
APRIL 2013
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AN INTERVIEW WITH
JEROME BARRON:
BEFORE LEAVING, LESSONS
by Robert Jordan

Leaving GW this spring are over 400 graduating fulltime students (three years at GW), about 40 graduating
part-time students (four years at GW), and one retiring
constitutional law professor (54 years at GW).

I s at down with Professor Jerome Barron on the eve
of his retirement to hear his thoughts on life and the law.
Spanning seven decades, his career has taken him from
private practice to military service to law school teaching
to law school administration to political consulting to
Supreme Court litigation, including stops in snowy North
Dakota, sunny New Mexico, and waspy New England.
But despite its broad scope, the Professor's is a career
that has hinged repeatedly, extensively, and reliably on
our George Washington University Law School. Surely
there are some lessons that we can learn.
Unexpected Beginnings
Looking back on an exceptional legal career, it may
come as a surprise that Professor Barron wasn't always
so sure he wanted a career in the law. "One of the big
issues for me in my youth," he
explained, "was whether I should
become an English professor or
whether I should practice law.
I did like English literature. I
majored in it . . . but then also I
was interested in law. 1 had to
make that decision. It was a very
difficult decision. The irony of
that decision is I thought if I
went to law school, it would be a
much more active life than being
a professor."
Of course, it didn't exacdy
work out that way. After
graduating from Yale Law, young
Jerome decided to try firm life.
"I practiced law in Boston for a
while, with a small Boston firm,"
he said. "Didn't like it." One day
a friend mentioned that there was
a teaching fellowship available in
D.C. "Someone who had been a

Professor Jerome Barron
Photo courtesy of Claire Duggan
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clerk was supposed to take this teaching fellowship and
decided at the last minute that he didn't want to do it.
He said why don't you apply for that, then you can look
around and see what you want to do in D.C. So I did,
and I was given the fellowship, and that's how I came
to GW." The year was 1959. Fifty-four years later, he's
still here.
Not that there weren't days to be seized in the interim.
In 1962, "I got a call one day asking whether I would be
interested in being considered for a Professorship at the
University of North Dakota Law School. My wife was
much more adventurous than I was. She said let's go.
We're both from New England. We'd never been west
of the Appalachians."
"I don't even think you know where it is," he told
her. "I'll show you where it is on a map. It's cold up
there."
But go they did. The couple would spend two years
in North Dakota, before moving on to New Mexico for
another two years. "Sort of out of the ice box and into
the furnace...or something like that," he chuckles. "Then
I was asked to come back here,' he adds with a smile,
"where I've been almost all the time since."
How Far We've Come
Back then, the accommodations weren't exacdy
something to write home about. I had a nice office in
the building that is now Lerner 11all, he fondly recalls
of his early years as a GW professor. It was a converted
apartment house that they made into faculty offices and
student organization offices. 1 think [my office] only
connected with Stockton Hall on one floor. All the
secretarial help was where the student lounges are now
on the first floor of Stockton. So if you wanted to get
some help with a manuscript or something I used to
find it quicker to go outside the building, go around, and
go down 20th street. You can see we have improved in
certain ways. We've come a long way.
But according to Professor Barron, the facilities
at GW Law aren't the only thing that changed with
the times. "I can think of no respect," he solemnly
announces, "in which the model of legal education that
I e xperienced was superior to anything we have now. For
one thing there was no clinical education at all. We didn't
really have any exposure to actual litigation."
APRIL 2013

The culture has changed as well. "I think the
relationship between faculty and students is much
better today than it was then. Back then, going to see
a professor was about the last thing you wanted to do.
Maybe some students feel that way today," he adds with
a sheepish grin. "I'm sure some do—but I don't think
it's as widespread today as it was then, and I think that's
because it's encouraged today." No doubt, in the old
days, a notable professor wouldn't graciously donate
an entire morning for an interview with the student
newspaper. "There were no student newspapers," he
says with a dismissive wave.
Teaching styles have changed considerably as
well—according to Professor Barron, for the better.
For instance, the Socratic Method, he explains, was an
entirely different animal when he was a student. "I didn't
think much of it," he says. "In commercial law, we had
a teacher who was really extremely knowledgeable. But
1 th ink because of the Socratic Method we never got to
share in his knowledge. I didn't realize it but his casebook
was a parade of horribles. You know—they were all
bad cases, to make fun of—but we didn't realize that, we
were too dumb. He'd write on the board 'siesen!' 'Who's
got the siesen!"' he jovially recalls. "It was entertaining,
but what did you get out of it? I thought absolutely
nothing."
"I always thought that part of the teacher's job was
to impart some information as well. And that's what we
have today"
Asked whether he wishes the law school were
more prestigious, Professor Barron positively bristles.
"We have graduates in every activity in this country,"
he exhales with practiced exasperation. "The majority
leader of the senate is a graduate of this law school. We
have cabinet secretaries. We are one of the great and
important law schools of the country."
In fact, to hear the Professor tell it, we GW Law
grads can do just about anything—anything, that is,
except follow in the Professor's footsteps. "I think [legal
academia] is more elitist than it was—than when I was
a young fellow," he says wistfully "Unless you have a
degree from one of the few really famous law schools, I
think it's hard to break into law teaching."
"When I was a law student," he explains, "the way
many people entered teaching was to do what I did,
become a teaching fellow, then you got a masters . . .
www.thenotabene.org
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some of them got an S.J.D., doctorate in law. I don't
see that today as an entry to law teaching anymore," he
concedes regretfully. "I don't think it's a particularly good
thing," he adds. "There are good people everywhere,
and they ought to have an opportunity to show what
they can do."
He's quick to reassure us: he has just heard that one
of his former research assistants was recently added to
the faculty at the New York University School of Law.
"It's not impossible" to break into teaching through
GW, he says. "But it is more elitist."
From Courtier to King
Despite his apparent distaste for elitism, the
Professor decided to step his role in legal academia up
a notch. In 1972, he recalls, "I went to Syracuse. I was
invited to be Dean there." He left after "just a year."
So soon? What a scandal! "As I said, I didn't like the
weather," he explains with a furtive smirk.
Seven years later, he was chosen as the Dean of GW
Law by a near unanimous vote. He held the position for
nine stable years before (peacefully) resigning in 1988.
If anything, it was past time for him to move out of the
Dean's Office. "When you come into a job like that,"
Professor Barron explains, "you know what you would
like to see done. But after you've done something for
nine years, I don't think you can see what needs to be
done."
"And something always does need to be done," he
concludes with a chuckle.
Keep It In Perspective
Perhaps the greatest value of experience is
perspective—and Professor Barron has plenty of
perspective. Speaking with him, you get the feeling that
he's the kind of guy who could laugh (or, in his own
distinctive way, chuckle) about anything—even, say, an
overwhelming defeat.
In the late 1960s, his star shot up unexpectedly after
he published a law review article on a possible legal right
of access to the press. By 1973 he had won a case on the
subject 6-1 before the Florida Supreme Court, and was
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being publicly discussed by Washington celebrities, from
Walter Cronkite to Richard Nixon.
But only one year later, he lost the same case (Miami
Herald Pub. Co. v. Tornillo, 418 U.S. 241 (1974)) arguing
before the United States Supreme Court. He failed to
earn even a single vote from the nine justices. The right
of access has scarcely been heard from since.
"The weather changes," he explains with a shrug.
After the Florida win, he says, "the next thing I knew,
Nixon gave a press conference and said that he was for
a right of reply. As far as I was concerned that was just
horrible. With friends like those, who needs enemies.
Good grief!"
"And then of course the press was deservedly a
hero in the Watergate case," he muses. "So I think if the
timing [had been better]—we might have got a couple
of votes. It was probably a little early for it."
Before Leaving, Lessons
So what's the lesson? Perhaps it is that when we
look back on law school, we'll remember it more for our
professors than for their teachings. Professor Barron, at
least, is certainly at his most expressive when discussing
his favorite professors from his time as a student.
"I had a marvelous contracts teacher," he reminisces
through a grin. "Frit2 Kessler. Fie was just a marvelous
teacher. I'm sure that had some influence on me. He
really loved teaching. I remember a phrase he was fond
of: he'd ask a question, and it was obvious he was trying
to lead a student in a particular direction, but the student
was not agreeing with him. So he would—he had a
very explosive personality—he would bang on the desk,
and say, A s Aristotle said, truth is more important than
friendship!"' And he laughs and laughs.
Not so, despite that lesson, when it comes to
Professor Barron, a man known as a true friend to his
students. And so we are very thankful for his friendship,
his lessons, and his many years of service to this law
school.
What's next for the Professor? "Well, I've been
working all my life to the present day, so perhaps I'll
enjoy life." Deservedly so. [NB]
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SHARING THE EXPERIENCE
by Jessica Kamish

GW Law's strong faculty are the backbone of our
law school experience. We know which professors we
love, which make us laugh, which intimidate us nearly to
tears, and which fascinate us with their stories. Certain
professors will live on in our memories long after we
leave the classroom. Yet, will we live on in theirs? How
exacdy do we shape our professors' time at GW?
Beginning with the initial decision to teach at GW,
many professors agree that the student body significantly
influenced their choice. For Professor Robert Glicksman,
the high number of students mterested in environmental
law first attracted him to GW "It's energizing to have
students interested in the issues I te ach and write about,"
says Glicksman. "The student interview committee
was particularly impressive, and knew a lot about
environmental law."
Dean Susan Karamanian, who gave up a partnership
at a major law firm in order to teach at GW, says that she
didn't really have a chance to focus on the students until
APRIL 2013

she began teaching. Once she started teaching, however,
she was immediately impressed. "I was surprised at the
number of students who hold interesting and challenging
jobs while enrolled in law school," says Karamanian. "I
was also amazed at the vast experiences many students
had before law school, such as starting a company,
working overseas, or earning a P h.D."
The faculty at GW boasts their own impressive
professional experiences, which they draw on to
help students both inside and outside the classroom.
Professor Sean Murphy described feeling a personal
duty to not only mentor students, but also to treat them
as his clients. "My job as a lawyer is to be available to
students in whatever way will help them become great
lawyers, whether by participating in moot court, or paper
advising," says Murphy. Often, professors continue their
mentorship even after a s tudent's law school experience
ends. Professor Daniel Solove started a Linkedln group
for former students from his information privacy law
classes, and recendy invited three of those alumni to
speak to his class about their experiences working in the
field. "I really enjoy keeping up with alumni and sharing
with them job opportunities that become available," says
www.thenotabene.org
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Solove.
Regardless of how they expend their efforts, when
professors do reach out, students notice. Huzna Kazmir,
a 3L at GW, recalls her experience with Professor Ralph
Steinhardt outside of his International Law class. "While
he is in sanely busy, he made the time to have lunch with
students on-call each week," says Kazmir. "I thought
that was a great idea—it's casual and allows you to feel
a bit more comfortable talking to your intimidatingly
brilliant professor!"
Unsurprisingly, professors appreciate when students
show a similar commitment by being prepared and
fully engaged in class. "The most frustrating aspect of
teaching is when students fail to appreciate what they
are missing by blowing off a course," says Professor
Schaffner. "But I learn a great deal every year from
students who are thoughtful and challenge the status
quo." Professors are equally cognizant of student
efforts outside the classroom. Professor Richard Pierce
recalls being so impressed by one student who helped
him on a project that he ultimately asked the student
to coauthor an article. Recently, Pierce says he had a
similar experience with a student who edited one of his
articles. "I've written 25 books, 125 articles, and this is
the best edit I've had by far—the version I publish will
be considerably better than the one I wrote," he said.
Yet students do not always have to expend their
energy on serious matters to make a lasting impression on
their professors. One of the most memorable moments
for Dean Karamanian occurred a few years ago when
her entire Fundamentals class dressed up in suits for the
last day of class. "I asked, 'what gives?' and they replied
'It's suited up day!"' recalls Karamanian. A group of
students in Professor Glicksman's Property class proved
equally dedicated to finding the lighter side of the law.
"In my hypotheticals, the party holding the estate would
always get killed off. So some of my students submitted
a petition to me requesting I stop the inhuman treatment
of that party," says Glicksman.
Ultimately, professors never get tired of seeing or
hearing student appreciation in any form. "When a
former student tells me that they enjoyed my class, it
doesn't just make my day, but my week, maybe even my
month," says Pierce. With the caliber of faculty at GW,
the chances are high that every professor will hear such
praise more than once. "I definitely think the faculty are
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phenomenal," says Dhruv Sud, a 2L part-time student.
"They do law because they actually enjoy it, and see the
value in what they're teaching," High praise indeed.
Advice from Professor to Student:
"Do not forget what motivated you to attend law
school; find your passion and wed that passion with
your career! We spend the majority of our time at
"work" but if you are truly passionate about what you
do, it will not feel like 'work.'"
-Joan Schaffner
"The two things that matter most for a successful
career are building your brand and building good
relationships. You need to think about what particular
skills and expertise you can develop that make you
uniquely valuable. Think about what you can do that
will make you irreplaceable to any employer. If you
are readily replaceable, then there's a chance you may
be replaced. Building good relationships contributes to
this, as it isn't just skills and expertise that makes you
valuable — it is the relationships you've built. These
generate business and opportunities."
-Daniel Solove
"You could be the smartest person in the room but
if you lack judgment you will not get very far. Judgment
is based, in part, on substantive knowledge. But more
important is how you hold yourself, the manner in
which you convey a message, and your ability not to talk
publicly about matters that are best kept private. And
once you are labeled as lacking judgment, you might
as well hang it up. The profession is quite small and
word spreads quickly. I worry that students think they
are immune from this scrutiny yet they are establishing
their reputational record daily while at GW Law."
-Susan Karamanian
"Pay attention to the explanation of a course
provided by your professor on the first day or second
day of class, and you'll get a snapshot of semester. Then
you can change strategy and take another course if you
want. Take advantage to learn about opportunities
you're interested in. Don't cheat yourself."
-Robert Glicksman fNBl
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ETERNAL LIFE? THINK OF THE
LEGAL FEES! A CLOSER LOOK
AT THE LEGAL ISSUES IN DREW
MAGARY'S THE POSTMORTAL
bj Joe Cramer

If you could get a shot that would prevent you
from aging, would you? DC local and sports blogging
funnyman Drew Magary tackles this question in his
entertaining and futuristic novel 1 he Postmortal.
In the year 2050, scientists discover a cure for aging.
The gene replacement therapy will not prevent disease,
or save you from a car crash, but it will stop the aging
process from the moment you get the cure. The book
is set in places that will be familiar to DC readers, and
although the premise may seem far-fetched, the results
are surprisingly plausible.
The cure is initially banned by lawmakers, but then
gradually legalized through the legislative process. Many
APRIL 2013

of the issues surrounding the
cure mirror the issues we see
today. For example, initially
only aristocrats have access
to the cure. The same can be
said for many international
experimental cures and gene
therapies now available. The
violent religious and political
reactions to the cure are
reminiscent of how some
Americans react to end-oflife care and abortion issues
© Wolfgang Staudt - Flickr
today.
Other
legal
issues
soon arise, and as a result law firms become the most
profitable companies in America. Most lawyers are busy
drafting "cycle marriages," which are legal agreements
that automatically cancel after 50 years. With an eternity
to live, most partners are not interested in settling down
for more than a few decades, and want to have legal
protections in place. As social order begins to break
down, overcrowding and resource scarcity reach a
boiling point. Soon, the government is placed in charge
of deciding who may live or die, and contracts out "end
specialists" to thin out the population.
The Postmortal is a thrilling look at a possible
dystopian future. Instead of a traditional narrative, the
book uses blog posts, news stories, journal entries, and
interviews to tell the story. The book has a cinematic
feel, and will one day make a great movie. Fans of
"Children of Men" and "The Matrix" will love it. But
fear not fellow law students, the postmortal future may
be bleak, but there will be plenty of jobs for lawyers.[NBl
Joe Cramer is a 4LE and runs the blog
http://postmortalfansite.blogspot.com;
Magary's The Postmortal can be found on Amazon.com.
www.thenotabene.org
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